TAG Galactic System of Transformation and Healing
Facilitation Course

Simple Steps of Level I TAG Session
Basic Components
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Questions to Identify Pattern that was Triggered
1.

The Client, male or female?

2.

The 'other' involved: male or female?

3.

Was the other a family? a friend? an authority figure?

4.

What did my client sense/feel/experience from the 'other'.

5.

What was my client's reaction?

6.

What was my client left with?

7.

You could ask, What did my client believe from this interaction?

Place the entire 'package', i.e. symptom, storage, trigger, causes' is in the hands of
your healing team with TAG and Transform and DEEP Six
Travel Dialogue - Crystal Child process:
1. Who in ---- eld knows about….. (name the pattern)
2. Do you have a name you would like to be called
3. Where are you held within ---- body
4. What job do you have in ---- life?
I am bringing in Angels to hold space with you while I nd the place where
the most healing work can be done. Do you see them? Feel them?
I will be back
1. Travel back to the count of three to the place of most intensity. Sense what
your client is wearing and feelin
2. What is causing the feelings. leads a way of being..
3. Understand the situation and then freeze-frame the experienc
4. Ask to go back farther to when the client was 'well'
5. This is the place you will bring in Sophia, Gaia, Grace and educate the
women of the community. Let them sense what is 'off', call in the PTO and
remove the outsiders
6. What is the story the women want for their children? Have that anchored,
download the EV Blueprint for them
7. Travel back to your client and anchor the Reality Statement of that story
for them
8. Law of Reciprocit
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Color Designations
red
clear

balance

muddy

fear/chaos

orange
clear

intuition, inner knowing

muddy

control or manipulation or powerlessness

yellow
clear

clarity/correct leadership

muddy

physical pain/illness

green
clear

unconditional in holding all Good

muddy

not lovable, not enough, alone

blue
clear

peace, emotional balance

muddy

emotional pain/imbalance

indigo
clear

clear connection to Divine harmonics

muddy

discounts spiritual existence

violet
clear

integrity, commitment

muddy

deceit

white
clockwise joy
counter clockwise stress/co-dependent
static
shut down, not available, death
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Model of Manifested Symptom/issue, Trigger, and Past Event

Manifestations
Symptoms

Trigger
8 Regions of
Conscious Earth
Experiences
Unseen, Galactic
and Parasitic
Regions
The pattern triggered in
current time - use Color Chart
Storage

Causes
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The experiences that created
the stored patterns - use
Crystal Child Dialogue
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